DIANA develops tailor-made solutions from natural raw materials for the food industry. These products
can significantly improve the sensorial and nutritional performance of foods by boosting their
palatability, flavor, texture, color and smell. In addition, DIANA’s nutritional concepts help to reinforce
the health benefit of products by using functional actives.
DIANA collaborates with its clients from the food, pet food, nutraceuticals and aquaculture industries.
Driven by its unique expertise in biosciences and coupled with major strategic investments in
innovation, DIANA works alongside its customers to continually open up new markets.
DIANA is organized in four business units, which correspond to its targeted markets: Food, Pet Food,
Aquaculture and Nova.

DIANA PET FOOD, and more precisely VIVAE its Health & Nutrition business unit, is currently
recruiting a :

VETERINARY NUTRITIONIST & PROJECT MANAGER M/F
Main assignments:
Reporting to the VIVAE R&D Manager, you will be in charge of Health & Nutrition projects for VIVAE,
DIANA PET FOOD. Your main assignments will be:






Manage R&D projects in relation with scientific and/or private partners (study design, project
coordination, result analysis, etc.);
Develop functional solutions on line with the Business priorities, and possibly, participate to their
development with customers;
Implement the results of R&D projects, by supporting the business team (conception of
commercial documents, fulfillment of external communications, etc.), or by undertaking scientific
communications (publications in peer reviews, talks in scientific symposia, etc.);
Ensure scientific and intellectual property watch and monitoring.

Qualifications:






High degree in animal physiology, ideally Veterinary with advanced knowledge on Nutrition; with
a first experience in animal nutrition (3 to 10 years), preferably in the Petfood industry.
Rigorous and autonomous, you like challenges and have strong business, project and
management skills.
Excellent English practice, French would be appreciated
High Expertise, seriousness, and curiosity
Communication and team work
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Conditions:




Job position located in ELVEN (FRANCE, BRITTANY)
Wage in relation to qualification and experience.
Position available as soon as possible.

CONTACT
Anne-Laure DUSSAUBY
Assistante Recrutement & Marque Employeur
DIANA
recrutement@diana-group.com
www.diana-group.com
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